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Ultimate Witness
● focus on potential perpetrators
● increasing datafication
● lack of due process for the 
accused
● expansion of what constitutes 
sexual violence
● system-legible survivor/victims
Online Harassment
Source: http://70sscifiart.tumblr.com
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Lempert (2015) posits that Indigenous futurism challenges the 
“[assumption that Native peoples are not just relics of the past, but 
have as many complex cultural and political futures as Western 
societies, [helping to] reimagine the assumptions that inform the 
social and policy treatment of contemporary Indigenous peoples” 
(p. 14).  
Wikler (2016) points out that “the dynamism of Indigenous 
futurism [IF] highlight the role of IF not only in reimagining a 
future with Indigenous peoples, but also its ability to recreate 
lived, past events or reality. The understanding of the past 
being perceived as realistic by western definition just because 
it happened, is a constricting way of thought. IF allows for 
Indigenous peoples to reclaim these events through a 
technological space and offer a contrasting narrative to the 
colonial perspective of the past, present and future.” 
(Retrieved from https://blogs.ubc.ca/fnis401fwikler/ 
2016/11/28/indigenous-futurism-reimagining-reality-to-inspir
e-an-indigenous-future/) 
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